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Abstract: 

A summary of the target fragment mass distributions from the interaction 

of 8.5 - 14,500 MeV/nucleon lighter heavy ions (C - Ne) with targets ranging 

from Cu to U is presented. The measured distributions are compared with 

predictions of the intranuclear cascade model as well as semi-empirical 

prescriptions to describe fragment yields. 



1. Introduction 

For over ten years, nuclear chemists have measured the target fragment 

isobaric yield distributions from relativistic (Eproj ~ 250 MeV/nucleon) 

nucleus-nucleus collisions. For over five years, similar measurements 

have been made for intermediate (Eproj ~ 100 MeV/nucleon) energy nuclear 

collisions. In this paper, we summarize the results of these measurements 

and compare them to relevant semi-classical models of nucleus-nucleus 

collisions. In doing so, we hope that the data will serve as guides 

to more sophisticated measurements of these reactions and·as suitable 

benchmarks for calculations of the various reaction mechanism(s) involved. 

The data may also be of interest to those who study cosmic ray interactions 

with matter. 

2. Results 

A representative sample of the data on target fragment isobaric yield 

distributions for the interaction of lighter. heavy ions {C - Ne) with 

Cu, Ho, Au and U is shown in Figures 1-7. Wherever possible we hav~ shown 

the individual fragment isobaric yields {which are uncertain to ~±40%). 

Where this was not feasible, a smooth curve was fitted to the measured 

yields. Additional data for the fragmentation of Ag15,16, sm9,17 and 

Ta6,18 exist. Qualitatively, one observes the fragmentation of U to 

be dominated by fission de-excitation of most fragments produced in the 

initial nu~leus~nucleus collision.· Spallation-like processes contribut~ 

to the yields of fragments with A > ?o19 and multifragmentation results 

in products with A < 60. For Au target fragmentation one observes complete 

fusion processes at the lowest projectile energies resulting in evaporation 

residues and fission fragments. As the projectile energy is raised incomplete 

fusion processes become increasingly important until about 35 MeV/nucleon 
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where complete fusion processes are negligible.20 Further increases in 

projectile energy result in increasing spallation and fragmentation processes 

with Au and with Ho, fission decreases as a fragment de-excitation mechanism 

as the projectile energy increases. In the case of a nucleus like Ho 

which only fissions when it is made to rotate rapidly, the decrease in 

fission cross section with increasing projectile energy can be linked 

directly to the decrease in the angular momentum of the fissioning system21. 

From 35 ~A~ 55, the fragment yields from Cu fragmentation decrease roughly 

exponentially with decreasing fragment mass. The slope of these mass 

yield curves is greatest for the lowest energies and is least for the 

highest projectile energies, presumably reflecting the increase in the 

yields of lower A fragments with increasing projectile (excitation) energy 

resulting in more particle evaporation. 

3. Semi-empirical models 

There have been a number of attempts to describe the fragment mass 

distributions from high energy nuclear collisions in terms of semi-empirical 

models. One of the potentially most powerful of these models is the universal 

scaling law of Campi, Desbois and Lipparini.22 This scaling law states 

that if one defines X = Afrag/Atgt' then for a given projectile and energy, 

the fragment isobaric yields from all target nuclei expressed as a function 

of X fall on a common universal curve. Thus, in principle, one need only 

measure the isobaric distribution for a given projectile and energy for 

a single target nucleus and one will then know the distribution for all 

target nuclei. In Figure 8, we show the application of this idea to the 

fragment mass distributions from the interaction of 400 MeV/nucleon 20Ne 

with Cu, Ho, Ta and Au. One observes some validity of the scaling law 

for the (Ta,Au) and (Cu, Ho) pairs but no universal scaling due to the fund

amentally different shapes of the isobaric yield distributions. The (Ta, 
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Au) pair exhibits a U-shaped distribution not evident in the fragmentation 

of Cu, Ho. Perhaps a judicious application of the scaling law to extrapolate 

amongst smaller ranges of target nuclei is possible. 

Many years ago, Rudstom parameterized the systematics of spallation 

yields from energetic p-nucleus collisions in a five parameter formula.23 

This semiempirical formula was extended to encompass the yields of all 

types of fragments from p-nucleus collisions by Silberberg and Tsao~24 

We thought it would be interesting to compare the predictions of the Silberberg

Tsao form~la for p-nucleu~ collisions and the data for nucleus-nucleus 

collisions involving projectiles of equivalent total energy. (Figure 

9). The magnitude (but not the shape) of the Silberberg-Tsao cross sections 

has been adjusted to reflect the difference between the p-nucleus and 

nucleus-nucleus total reaction cross sections. The agreement between 

the predicted and measured values of the cross sections for the Cu target 

nucleus is good. This agreement substantiates the oft-made claim that 

p-Cu and heavy ion-Cu reactions are very similar. (There is a difference 

between predicted and measured near-target cross sections, perhaps reflecting 

the influence of differing peripheral processes in p-Cu and nucleus-Cu 

collisions.) 

When one compares predicted and measured cross sections for the Ho 

target nucleus, the agreement is not so good. The measured yields of 

fragmentation products (A < 40) are substantially greater in the nucleus-Ho 

collisions compared to the p-Ho systematics and the shapes of the mass 

distributions at the lower energy are not very similar . It would appear 

that one needs a new semi-empirical parameterization to adequately describe 

fragment cross sections from nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
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4. Semiclassical models 

One of the earliest models of high energy nuclear collisions was 

the intranuclear cascade model. In this model, nuclear collisions are 

simulated by following the individual nucleon-nucleon collisions (during 

a reaction) using relativistic classical mechanics. The initial positions 

and momenta of the colliding nucleons are chosen randomly according to 

a prescribed distribution. For example, the momentum distribution is 

often chosen to be that of a cold Fermi gas. Such models traditionally 

ignore Pauli blocking of the nucleon-nucleon collisions, nuclear binding, 

etc. The single particle phase space density f (r,p,t) of the nucleons 

obeys a Boltzmann equation with collision terms but no mean field term. 

where v12 is the relative velocity of the pair of particles colliding 

with cross section o{p+p2 +~+p~). The time evolution off (r,p,t) is 

followed using Monte Carlo techniques. 

Our favorite version of this model is that developed by Yariv and 

Fraenkel.25 Using this model, one can calculate the mass number, atomic 

number, excitation energy, recoil and angular momentum of the projectile 

and target fragments from a collision. The de-excitation of the target 

(1) 

fragments formed in the primary interaction is calculated using yet another 

Monte Carlo method developed by us. In this calculation the decay of 

the primary fragments by evaporation and fission is followed. 
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In Figures 10 and 11, we compare calculations made using this semiclassical 

model with measured fragment mass distributions for Ho and U targets. 

For the case of the U target, the good agreement between the calculations 

and the data indicates that the de-excitation correctly describes the 

fission decay of the excited primary fragments. For the case of the Ho 

target, the agreement between the predicted and measured mass distributions 

is still acceptable although the measurements, particularly at the higher 

energy, show the occurrence of multifragmentation (yields of fragments 

with A<60), a phenomenon not included in the cascade model or the de-excitation 

calculation. 

At intermediate projectile energies, many of the individual nucleon-

nucleon collisions are Pauli-blocked. This can be taken into account 

by modifying equation (1) to include Pauli-blocking terms, i.e., 

The (1-f) terms simulate the effects of Pauli blocking by inhibiting scattering 

to regions of high phase space density). Some success has been obtained 

using this model to describe the fragment mass distributions in intermediate 

energy nuclear reactions17 although the lack of a mean field term in this 

equation does not allow a full description of all aspects of these reactions. 
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5. Summary 

We have presented all the available data on target fragment mass 

distributions in intermediate and high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

We have shown how these data may be understood in terms of semiclassical 

models for the reactions. We have pointed out shortcomings in various 

semi-empirical approaches to describing these reactions. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Fragment mass distributions for the reaction of 1.0, 3.0, 4.8, 

12 and 25 GeV 12c with 238u. The data for the first four energies 

are from Ref. 1, the 25 GeV data are from Ref. 2. 

Figure 2. Left panels - Fragment mass yield distributions for the reaction 

of 8.0 and 20 GeV 20Ne with 238u (Ref. 1). Right panels-Comparison 

of mass yield curves for the 12c and 20Ne induced reactions. 

For the 12c + 238u reactions, the solid, dotted, dashed and 

dash-dotted curves represent reactions induced by 1.0, 3.0, 

4.8 and 12 GeV, respectively. For the 20Ne + 238u reactions, 

the dotted and dashed curves represent projectile energies 

of 8.0 and 20 GeV, respectively. 

Figure 3. Fragment mass distributions for the fragmentation of 197Au 

by 12 MeV/nucleon o16 (Ref. 3), 18.4 MeV/nucleon 16o (Ref. 

3), 20 MeV/nucleon 12c (Ref. 4), 35 MeV/nucleon (Ref. 5), 45.4 

MeV/nucleon 12c (Ref. 3.) and 83.8 MeV/nucleon 12c (Ref. 3.) 
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Figure 4. Fragment mass distributions for the fragmentation of 197Au 

by 400 MeV/nucleon 20Ne (Ref. 6), 400 MeV/nucleon 12c (ref. 

7) and 14.6 GeV/nucleon 16o (ref. 8.) 

Figure 5. Fragmentation of 165Ho by intermediate energy heavy ions. 

From Ref. 9. 

Figure 6. Fragmentation of 165Ho by relativistic heavy ions. From Ref. 

9. 

Figure 7. Fragmentation of Cu by 35 MeV/nucleon 12c (Ref. 10), 86 MeV/nucleon 

12c (Ref. 11)' 211 MeV/nucleon 20Ne (ref. 12), 279 MeV/~ucleon 

14N (Ref. 13) ' 377 ~1eV /nuc 1 eon 20Ne (Ref. 12) and 2.1 GeV/nucleon 

12c (Ref. 14). 

Figure 8. Fragment isobaric yield distributions for the interaction of 

400 MeV/nucleon 20Ne with Cu (solid circles, Ref. 12), Ho (open 

circles, Ref. 9), Ta (solid line, Ref. 6) and Au (dotted line, 

Ref~ 6) as a function of the scaling parameter X. 

Figure 9. Comparisons of the predictions of the Silberberg-Tsao formula 

(solid line) with the measured fragment mass distributions 

(solid points) for the interaction of 279 MeV/A 14N and 2.1 

GeV/A 12c with Cu and 3 and 12 GeV 12c with 165Ho. 

Figure 10. Comparison of measured (solid points) and predicted (cascade, 

histogram) fragment mass distributions for Ho targets. 

Figure 11. Comparison of measured (solid line) and predicted (cascade, 

solid histogram) U target fragment mass distributions. (The 

dashed histogram represents the predictions of the nuclear 

firestreak model1) 
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